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Inclusive single photon spectra have been measured in the transverse momentum (pT) range from a few
MeV/c up to approximately 1 GeV/c at various nucleon-nucleon center of momentum rapidities (yNN) in the
interval from 22.4,yNN,10.5 in 18 GeV/c p-Be and p-W collisions. These distributions were used to
estimate the inclusive pT and rapidity distributions for p0 production over approximately the same kinematic
range. The measured photon spectra are compared with the expected distribution of photons from p0 decays
and hadronic bremsstrahlung in order to search for new sources of ‘‘soft’’ photons at low transverse momen-
tum. The results indicate no anomalous sources of soft photons in either p-Be or p-W interactions at these
energies. The p-W data at forward angles set a limit on any excess of low pT photons at ,2.65 times hadronic
bremsstrahlung at the 99% C.L. @S0556-2813~96!06110-9#
PACS number~s!: 13.85.Qk, 13.40.2f, 25.40.Ve, 25.75.2qI. INTRODUCTION
The study of photon production in hadron collisions has
historically provided new insights into hadronic processes
which are often difficult to measure by other means. One
reason for this is that photons, as well as lepton pairs pro-
duced by the decay of virtual photons, are penetrating probes
of hadronic matter that can escape from the interaction re-
gion with a low probability of secondary interaction. These
electromagnetic probes can therefore provide information
about all stages of the collision, including the very early
stage before hadronization has occurred. The initial hard
scattering of partons can lead to high transverse momentum
(pT) direct photon production via the subprocesses of QCD
Compton scattering (qg!gq) and quark-antiquark annihila-
tion (qq¯!gg). This phenomenon has been studied in detail
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Institute for Heavy-Ion Research, University of Tennessee, Oak
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†Present address: European Space Agency, Astrophysics Division,
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‡Present address: Columbia University, New York, NY 10027.546-2813/96/54~4!/1918~12!/$10.00in p2p and p2p¯ interactions @1#, and has recently been
investigated in nucleus-nucleus collisions @2#.
The production of direct single photons at low pT occurs
via the same fundamental processes as at high pT , except
that the constituents involved carry only a small fraction of
the initial particle momenta. In addition, soft qq¯ pairs pro-
duced during the collision may enhance the yield of direct
photons at low pT @3,4#. One experiment, carried out at the
BEBC bubble chamber at CERN @5#, reported an excess of
photon production at very small xF and low pT at a level five
times greater than that expected from hadronic bremsstrah-
lung in K1-p interactions at 70 GeV/c. More recent data by
the same group confirmed this effect in p1-p and K1-p
reactions at 250 GeV/c @6#. This result is particularly sur-
prising, since in the low pT limit, the production rate of
photons from hadronic bremsstrahlung can be calculated
classically @7,8#. It is therefore suggestive of some other
source of soft photons, such as bremsstrahlung due to pion
rescattering in nuclear matter @9#, or some new mechanism
such as in certain soft annihilation models @10#, or models
that involve the formation of dense regions of cold quark-
gluon plasma @11#.
Other experiments have also reported an excess of low
pT photons in K1-p interactions at 32 GeV/c @12#, in
m-p interactions at 200 GeV/c @13#, and in p2-p inter-1918 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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in the AGS E814 beam area ~a!, and elevation
view ~looking downstream from the target! of the
BAF1 BaF2 detector, the charged multiplicity
scintillator array, and the forward interaction
counters ~b!.actions at 280 GeV/c @14#. However, still other experiments
have observed that the photon yield at low pT is consistent
with that originating from p0 decays and hadronic brems-
strahlung @15–18#. The recent results by the HELIOS group
@18#, which used the same technique and one of the same
detectors as this experiment, reported a small excess of pho-
tons above the level of hadronic bremsstrahlung that was
within their systematic errors.
The related process of lepton pair ~virtual photon! produc-
tion has also had a long history of study in hadronic interac-
tions. Many experiments covering a wide kinematic range
have observed an excess of low mass lepton pairs in the
200–600 MeV/c2 mass region that cannot be readily ex-
plained by known mechanisms @19#. The excesses in low
pT photons and low mass lepton pairs can be linked semi-
quantitatively by plotting them as a function of transverse
mass (mT5ApT2 /c21ml1l22 ) @20#. Recently, it has been
shown that these anomalous low mass lepton pairs can pos-
sibly be explained by h Dalitz decays @21#. However, the
origin of an excess of low mass lepton pairs in heavy ion
collisions still remains unclear @22#.
The results reported here were obtained from AGS Ex-
periment E855 carried out at Brookhaven National Labora-
tory during the spring of 1990. The experiment was designed
to measure photon production in the pT range from a few
MeV/c up to several GeV/c in proton-nucleus collisions at
18 GeV/c, and was the first dedicated experiment to study
this phenomenon in this beam energy range. This paper pre-
sents the final results on the analysis of the p-Be and p-W
data at 18 GeV/c ~preliminary results have previously been
reported on p-Be interactions @23#!. The experimental setupwill be described first, then the data analysis and corrections
to the data, followed by a presentation of the inclusive pho-
ton spectra at various rapidities, and a determination of the
p0 pT and rapidity distributions that were derived from these
data. Then the various sources of background to the inclusive
photon spectra at low pT will be discussed, after which the
residual low pT photon spectra will be presented. Finally, a
summary of the results and conclusions will be given.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
The layout of the detectors used in E855 is shown in Fig.
1. The experiment was carried out within the framework of
the E814 heavy ion spectrometer at the Brookhaven AGS,
which served as a host, providing beam instrumentation, trig-
ger logic, data acquisition, and online monitoring. The detec-
tors were arranged in a open geometry downstream and to
one side of the target, with a minimum amount of surround-
ing material in order to minimize the probability of second-
ary interactions which could produce low energy photons.
Two barium fluoride ~BaF2) scintillation detectors were used
to measure photons over a large rapidity range. Both BAF
detectors were moved to various polar angles to cover dif-
ferent rapidities. The first ~BAF1! covered the nucleon-
nucleon center of momentum rapidity (yNN) range from
10.5 to 21.0 in five steps ~laboratory angles 11°, 18°, 30°,
39°, 47°), while the second ~BAF2! covered the rapidity
range from 21.3 to 22.4 in five additional steps ~lab angles
60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, 120°). Table I gives a list of the rapid-
ity coverage and the laboratory angle settings for each detec-
tor. A large array of 24 wedged-shaped plastic scintillation
1920 54M. L. TINCKNELL et al.counters was used to trigger on collisions with at least one
charged particle in the central rapidity region, and to provide
a measure of the overall charged particle multiplicity in the
event. The array, shown in Fig. 1, covered the rapidity range
20.5,yNN,10.5 and an azimuthal angle of approximately
300 degrees. In addition, four small scintillation counters
were used to detect charged particles at yNN>0.5, which
were used together with the multiplicity array to veto mul-
tiple interactions that were close together in time. A small,
four interaction length deep hadron calorimeter located at
yNN50 was used to study the response of the BaF 2 detectors
to high energy neutrons.
A. Barium fluoride arrays
Barium fluoride was chosen as the photon detector mate-
rial because of the extremely short decay time of its fast
component (<1 ns!, and the high light output of its slow
component. Barium fluoride has a density of r54.89
g/cm3, a hadronic interaction length of l529.9 cm, a radia-
tion length of X052.05 cm, and a Molie`re radius of
RM53.4 cm. The fast rise time (,1 ns! of the fast compo-
TABLE I. Nominal nucleon-nucleon center of momentum ra-
pidity, rapidity coverage interval, and laboratory angle settings for
the two BAF detectors. The central 7 crystals of the BAF detectors
covered an average angular range of Du lab563.35°.
Detector Nominal yNN DyNN Lab angle
BAF1 10.5 0.66 11°
BAF1 0.0 0.39 18°
BAF1 20.5 0.24 30°
BAF1 20.8 0.20 39°
BAF1 21.0 0.16 47°
BAF2 21.3 0.13 60°
BAF2 21.6 0.12 75°
BAF2 21.8 0.12 90°
BAF2 22.1 0.12 105°
BAF2 22.4 0.12 120°nent provided good time resolution for time-of-flight ~TOF!
measurements, which was used to reject out-of-time back-
grounds, such as photons not originating from the target, low
energy neutrons, and particles produced in the surrounding
material. The slow component provided good energy resolu-
tion over a large energy range.
Each barium fluoride detector consisted of an array of 19
BaF2 crystals in a hexagonal closed packed arrangement as
shown in Fig. 2. The crystals in BAF1 measured 5 cm from
flat-to-flat and were 30 cm ~14.3 X0) long ~actually consist-
ing of two separate 15 cm long crystals coupled together!,
while the crystals in BAF2 measured 6 cm flat-to-flat and
were 20 cm ~9.5 X0) long. The crystals were read out with
Hamamastu R2059 two inch diameter quartz window photo-
multiplier tubes. The anode signals from each tube were
digitized using Fastbus ADC’s ~LeCroy 1885F! in both a
long ~1 ms! and a short ~25 ns! gate and were used for the
energy measurement. The dynode signals from each tube
were amplified using fast inverting amplifiers ~Phillips 777!
and sent to constant fraction discriminators ~CFD 8001! and
Fastbus TDC’s ~LeCroy 1875!, which were used for the tim-
ing measurement. BAF1 was located an average distance of
1.4 m from the target, and the central 7 crystals covered an
effective area of 0.018 m2, or 0.07% of the 4p solid angle.
The BAF2 detector was placed an average of 1.5 m from the
target, and its central 7 crystals covered an area of 0.028
m2, or 0.1% of 4p steradians. The central 7 crystals of the
BAF detectors covered an average angular range of
Du lab563.35°. Thin plastic scintillation counters were
placed in front of both BaF2 detectors, which were used in
the offline analysis to veto charged particles.
B. Trigger
The incoming beam was defined by the four scintillation
counters S1, S2, S3, and S4 shown in Fig. 1. Counters S1
and S3 were veto counters with beam-defining holes of 1.5
and 0.6 cm, respectively, while counters S2 and S4 counted
the on-axis beam particles. Two other large veto counters
V1 and V2 were used to suppress upstream beam interac-
tions. The beam trigger required a single beam particle toFIG. 2. The E855 barium fluoride photon detectors BAF1 and BAF2.
54 1921LOW TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM PHOTON PRODUCTION . . .pass through the beam defining counters with no other par-
ticle in any of the veto counters (S1S2S3S4V1V2).
An event producing a trigger was vetoed by any other inter-
action within 62 ms before or after the time of the trigger.
The thickness of both the Be and W targets was 1% of a
proton interaction length, 5 mm for Be and 1 mm for W.
Interactions were defined by a pretrigger which required at
least one of the charged multiplicity array elements to fire
along with a valid beam trigger. The trigger for the BAF
detectors required the energy deposited in either BAF1 or
BAF2 to be greater than a certain threshold, which was typi-
cally ;10 MeV (pT'3 MeV/c at yNN50). The veto
counters in front of each BAF detector were not used in the
trigger, so both charged and neutral events were accepted.
The selection of neutral events was made in the offline data
selection as described below. The events in which a charged
particle fired the veto counters provided a sample of mini-
mum ionizing particles, which were used for energy calibra-
tion and monitoring. Approximately 243106 events were
collected for all types of triggers, of which 163106 were
charged and neutral events in the two BAF detectors.
III. DATA SELECTION AND ANALYSIS
In the offline analysis, neutral events were selected in
either BAF1 or BAF2 by requiring no charged particle fire
the veto counter in front of the corresponding detector. The
crystal with the maximum energy was required to be one of
the seven central crystals of the array, which minimized the
effects of side leakage and interactions in the canister and
stand surrounding the crystals. In addition, the energies mea-
sured in the short and long ADC gates were required to be
consistent with that of a good BaF2 signal. It was assumed
that all the energy in the detector originated from a single
photon shower. The photon energy was obtained by the sum
of the energy from the crystal containing the maximum en-
ergy, and the 6 surrounding crystals. The shower position
within the detector was determined using a logarithmic
weighting procedure @24# which gave a resolution of ;7.1
mm in BAF1 and ;10.8 mm in BAF2.
A. Energy calibration and resolution
Events in which a charged particle fired the veto counter
in front of either BAF detector provided a sample of mini-
mum ionizing particles that were used for energy calibration.
A minimum ionizing particle traversing the 30 cm long crys-
tals in BAF1 produced a peak which corresponded to a most
probable energy loss of 200 MeV, and to 133 MeV for the 20
cm crystals in BAF2. These were used to determine the en-
ergy scale in both detectors and to monitor gain variations
throughout the run.
The energy resolution of BAF1 varied from about 15% at
6 MeV to 1.6% at 4 GeV, and could be parameterized as
sE /E53.2%/AE/(1 GeV) @18#. At higher energies ~gener-
ally for pT>0.2 GeV!, back leakage was significant in both
detectors, but more so for BAF2 than for BAF1 because of
the shorter length of the crystals. For this reason, BAF2 was
used at the more backward rapidities where the photon ener-
gies were lower. However, correction factors were applied to
the measured energy in both detectors to correct for the backleakage. For BAF1, a multiplicative correction factor was
determined by computing a shift to the measured energy
given by DE/Epeak5a11a2ln(Epeak), where the constants
a1 and a2 were determined by simulations using GEANT @25#.
For BAF2, a more complicated correction was necessary, in
which the photon energy was selected randomly from the
probability distribution of photon energies that could pro-
duce the measured energy in the detector. These distributions
were computed using a procedure based on GEANT which is
described in detail in Ref. @26#.
B. Time resolution and trigger efficiency
Timing information was used to identify photons originat-
ing from the target and to reject out-of-time photons and
slow neutrons. The event time in each BAF detector was
taken from the TDC of the crystal which had the maximum
energy. Although constant fraction discriminators ~CFD’s!
were used to minimize the effect of time slewing during data
taking, an offline time slewing correction, described in Ref.
@26#, was applied to BAF1 in order to improve its time reso-
lution. No correction was applied to BAF2 because the range
in amplitude of the signals was much less than BAF1. Figure
3 shows a typical slewing-corrected time versus energy plot
for BAF1. A prompt photon peak can be seen at approxi-
mately 5 ns along with a low energy background that occurs
at later times. A Gaussian fit to the early-time side of the
photon peak, averaged over all energies, gave a fitted Gauss-
ian parameter s ~rms variation! of approximately 420 ps. A
cut at 500 ps was applied to the later-time side of the peak to
reject the out-of-time backgrounds. Assuming the photon
peak is purely Gaussian, the one-sided cut from 11.2s to
infinity rejects 12% of the valid photon events, which was
corrected later in the analysis.
The timing signals from the CFD’s also provided the trig-
ger from each of the BAF detectors. At low energies, it was
necessary to correct the data for the trigger efficiencies of the
CFD’s. The probability for a discriminator signal to be above
threshold ~producing a valid TDC signal! was determined as
a function of energy by using real data. The efficiency for
each individual crystal was obtained from events when it was
FIG. 3. Slewing corrected time vs energy for a typical BAF1
crystal.
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mum energy. A GEANT simulation was then used to combine
these probabilities to give an overall detection efficiency as a
function of the total photon energy @26#. The resulting effi-
ciency curves for BAF1 and BAF2 are shown in Fig. 4. The
data were corrected for these efficiencies with a weighting
factor ranging from 5 at the lowest energy (E'6–8 MeV!
to 1 at energies greater than ;20 MeV.
C. Target out subtraction
The data were corrected for nontarget related back-
grounds by subtracting appropriately scaled target-out data
from the normal 1% beryllium and tungsten data at each
rapidity. A small amount of data was also taken with 2% and
5% targets in order to study the level of secondary interac-
tions in the target. A linear extrapolation of the 5%-2%-1%
spectra showed good agreement with the actual target-out
spectrum for the beryllium data. However, because of the
short radiation length of tungsten (X050.35 cm!, secondary
interactions in the target were a significant source of back-
ground in the tungsten data, particularly at rapidities corre-
sponding to 90° in the laboratory, where the photons went
nearly sideways through the 0.72 cm radius of the target.
This gave rise to a large background from secondary photons
in the p-W data at low pT . The treatment of this background
and its contribution to the systematic error on the residual
low pT photon spectrum are discussed in a later section.
D. Charged multiplicity requirements
Although only one paddle of the charged multiplicity de-
tector was required to fire at the online trigger level, a re-
quirement was made that two paddles fire (nch>2) in the
offline analysis. This was done to suppress backgrounds aris-
ing from accidental hits in the charged multiplicity array.
This cut was particularly important for the data at forward
rapidities, where this background ~presumably from beam-
halo! made a significant contribution to the low pT photon
spectrum. This is shown in Fig. 5 for yNN510.5, where the
charged multiplicity one events are seen to have a large low
pT peak relative to events with nch>2. The energy of these
photons in the lab extended above 100 MeV, which, com-
bined with the fact that the same effect was observed in the
p-Be data, precludes the explanation that these photons re-
sult from giant dipole resonance decays of heavy nuclei ex-
cited by peripheral ~low multiplicity! interactions.
FIG. 4. Probability of triggering the discriminator of the crystal
with the maximum energy as a function of the total photon energy.E. Corrections to the data
Following the event selection, the data were corrected for
geometrical acceptance, energy leakage, trigger efficiency,
time of flight cut, and empty target subtraction. A factor was
also applied to correct for the nch>2 cut in the charged
multiplicity detector. This factor, which was independent of
pT , was approximately 1.7 for the p-W data and 3.3 for the
p-Be data, corresponding to the selection of roughly 60%
and 30% of the total cross sections for the two different
targets. In addition, rapidity-dependent factors were applied
to correct for the loss of events in which a photon was vetoed
by a coincident charged particle. These factors were com-
puted with Monte Carlo simulations based on GEANT @25#,
using simulated events as input from both the ARC @27# and
Lund ~Fritiof! @28# event generators. The factors ranged from
a maximum of approximately 1.25 at the most forward
angles to very close to 1 at the backward angles, and did not
depend strongly on which event generator was used. The
probability for more than one photon in the same BAF de-
tector was also estimated and determined to be less than 2%
at the most forward angles ~where it is the largest!. Energy
resolution, position resolution, and photostatistics were stud-
ied and determined to have a negligible effect on the pT
spectra.
IV. INCLUSIVE PHOTON pT SPECTRA
The inclusive photon d2sg /dydpT cross sections as a
function of pT at the measured yNN rapidities are shown in
Fig. 6 for the p-Be data, and Fig. 7 for the p-W data. All
corrections described in the previous section have been ap-
plied. The spectrum for pT,0.05 GeV/c is the region of
interest for searching for an excess of low pT photons, and
will be discussed in detail in a later section. For pT.0.05
GeV/c , the spectra are fit well by simple exponentials, al-
though the exponential slope factors vary as a function of
rapidity. Table II gives the slope factors in ~GeV/c! 21 for the
p-Be and p-W data determined from an exponential fit in the
range 0.04<pT<0.6 GeV/c. The slope factors increase sig-
nificantly as the rapidity changes from the forward to the
backward direction. This is a direct result of the pT and
FIG. 5. Comparison of events with nch51 for p-W data. The
solid curve in ~a! shows the p-W pT spectrum at yNN50.5 for all
charged particle multiplicities, and the dashed curve shows the pT
spectrum after rejecting the events associated with nch51 ~and scal-
ing back up to the full data!. Panel ~b! shows the ratio of these two
curves.
54 1923LOW TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM PHOTON PRODUCTION . . .rapidity dependence of the p0 production, which is discussed
in the next section.
The inclusive photon dsg /dy cross sections integrated
over pT are listed for each measured rapidity in Table II and
plotted in Fig. 8. The rapidity intervals subtended by the
BAF detectors are indicated by the bin widths. Both distri-
butions were fitted by Gaussians, which are shown as smooth
curves on the figures. Assuming this Gaussian form for the
dsg /dy distribution, the total inclusive photon cross section
sg integrated over rapidity is 3502351105 ~sys! mb for p-Be, and
590026001900 ~sys! mb for p-W.
FIG. 6. Inclusive photon cross sections as a function of pT for
different rapidities for p-Be data. The scale on the left gives the
appropriate cross section for yNN510.5. The data for each of the
other rapidities have been multiplied incrementally by factors of 0.1
to show the spectra on the same graph. The solid lines give the
results of the global p0 fit described in the text, and the dashed
curves indicate the errors on the fit.
FIG. 7. Inclusive photon cross sections as a function of pT for
different rapidities for p-W data. The scaling of the pT spectra and
the meanings of the lines are the same as in Fig. 6.V. NEUTRAL PION SPECTRA
A. Reconstructed neutral pions
Although the geometrical acceptance of each BAF detec-
tor was very limited, there was a small probability of detect-
ing both photons from a single p0 decay by measuring one
photon in each detector. A small portion of the total data
~1896 events! were events with a coincident neutral signal in
each of the BAF detectors, which included the events con-
taining a pair of photons from the same p0 decay. Figure 9
shows the invariant mass distribution for the coincident neu-
tral events, which consists of a slowly varying continuum of
random combinations, along with a prominent peak near the
p0 mass. A cut of pT.135 MeV/c on the photon pair elimi-
nated much of the combinatorial background below the mass
peak without significantly affecting the peak itself or the
higher mass continuum. After this cut, a polynomial was
fitted to the continuum background, and then subtracted from
the distribution. A Gaussian function was then fitted to the
residual mass spectrum. The peak value gave a mass of 135
MeV/c2 ~exactly the p0 mass!, and the width was
sm510.5 MeV/c2. This width is consistent with the ex-
pected energy and position resolution, and the correct value
for the p0 mass demonstrates the validity of the energy cali-
bration and energy leakage corrections. Unfortunately, the
poor statistics do not allow further study of other p0 proper-
ties, such as the rapidity and pT distributions.
B. Fitted neutral pion spectra
Because of the limited statistics for reconstructed p0’s, an
alternative approach was used to determine the p0 pT and
rapidity distributions from the inclusive photon data. In prin-
ciple, given the global photon pT and rapidity distributions
from p0 decays, one can determine the global p0 pT and
rapidity spectra using a deconvolution procedure @29#. How-
ever, the procedure becomes very complicated with small
acceptance slices, and it is subject to numerical difficulties
with finite statistics @30#.
A preferable procedure, which has been used by other
experiments @18#, is to assume an analytic function
fp0(y ,pT ;ai) for the p0 distribution d2sp0 /dydpT which
depends on the fit parameters ai . From the p0!gg decay
kinematics, the contribution to the photon d2sg /dydpT can
be calculated numerically for any values of y and pT for the
p0. The form of the function fp0(y ,pT) can be chosen such
that the parameterization for neutral pions is similar to that
used to describe charged pions, which has been determined
by other experiments at similar energies. Charged pion pT
distributions from p-nucleus collisions at 14.6 GeV/c have
been fitted to a function of the form dN/dpT
}pTexp@2amT#, where mT5ApT2 /c21mp0
2 is the transverse
mass @31#. Charged pion rapidity distributions can generally
be fitted with a Gaussian function, dN/dy
}exp@2(y2y0)2/(2s2)#. The p0 distribution was therefore
parameterized in y and pT by a Gaussian in rapidity and an
exponential in mT , where the exponential slope parameter
depends on rapidity according to the function:
f p0~y ,pT!5a1pTexp@2~a21a3y1a4y2!mT#
3exp@2~y2a5!2/~2a62!# . ~1!
1924 54M. L. TINCKNELL et al.TABLE II. Exponential slope factors b in ~GeV/c!21 fitted to the form d2sg /dydpT5exp(a2bpT), and
dsg /dy in mb, for p-Be and p-W at various yNN rapidities. The systematic error in the absolute normaliza-
tion of the dsg /dy values is estimated to be (130%,210%) for p-Be, and (115%,210%) for p-W.
yNN p-Be p-W
pT slope ~GeV/c!21 ds/dy ~mb! pT slope ~GeV/c!21 ds/dy ~mb!
10.50 5.7860.08 100 6.9860.06 1440
0.00 5.9760.07 136 6.5060.05 2060
20.50 6.0360.15 109 6.6860.08 2270
20.80 6.8460.08 2240
21.00 6.3260.33 97 7.0260.10 2020
21.28 6.9560.35 86 7.2860.12 1900
21.57 7.7460.33 61 8.1860.12 1340
21.83 10.360.56 40 10.560.81 660
22.10 10.460.58 26 11.160.19 650
22.38 13.760.22 530The function f p0(y ,pT) was used to calculate the photon
pT spectrum at each measured rapidity, and the fit parameters
ai were adjusted to minimize the x2 between the calculated
spectra and the measured data. The parameters ai obtained
from the fits for the p-Be and p-W data are listed in Table III
along with their respective x2/DOF ~degree of freedom!. The
fits determine both the p0 distributions and p0 decay contri-
butions to the photon spectra at all pT . The range of photon
pT used in the fits was restricted to 0.05<pT<0.40 GeV/
c for p-Be, and 0.05<pT<0.50 GeV/c for p-W. According
to simulations with Lund and GEANT, photons in these pT
ranges come almost exclusively from p0 decays, with little
contamination from other sources, as discussed below.
The contribution to the photon pT spectra below 0.05
GeV/c due to p0 decays was predicted based on the fits at
FIG. 8. Inclusive photon cross sections and exponential slopes
as a function of yNN for the p-Be and p-W data. In the left panels,
the histogram bin heights represent ds/dy in mb, and the bin
widths represent the Dy acceptance at each detector position. The
points in the right panels represent the fitted exponential slopes in
~GeV/c!21; the dashed lines through the slope points are just to
guide the eye. The top two panels are p-Be, and the bottom two are
p-W.higher pT . The yield of p0 decay photons falls steeply at
low photon pT because of the nonzero p0 mass. Low pT
photons from p0 decays at a given rapidity come primarily
~but with relatively low probability! from low pTp0’s ap-
proximately 1–2 units away in rapidity. To estimate the p0
contribution to the low pT photon spectra accurately, it is
necessary to determine the p0 distribution over a large inter-
val in rapidity. The range of detector angles used for this
experiment covered almost 3 rapidity units, which allowed
the p0 distribution function to be fitted over approximately
the same range.
Figures 6 and 7 show the high pT range of the photon
d2sg /dydpT spectra. The solid curves superimposed on the
data are the photon spectra derived from the p0 decay fits,
and the dashed curves represent the errors on the fit. The
curves agree well with the p-Be data at all transverse mo-
menta pT,0.5 GeV/c, and all rapidities except y521.83,
and for pT,0.6 GeV/c at all rapidities for the p-W data.
The p-W data slightly exceed the fits at high pT for a few
rapidities, but this has no effect on the extrapolation of the
fits into the low pT region.
FIG. 9. Invariant mass of coincident photons in BAF1 and
BAF2. In panel ~a!, the dashed curve is the full mass spectrum, the
solid curve is the mass spectrum with a cut of pT.135 MeV/c, and
the dotted curve shows a fit to the background continuum. Panel ~b!
shows the mass spectrum with the high pT cut and the background
continuum subtracted. The dashed curve is a fit of the peak to a
Gaussian function which gives a peak value of 135 MeV/c 2 and a
width of sm510.5 MeV/c 2.
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A. Other hadron decays
The main source of photons in the range pT>50 MeV/
c is due to p0 decays. Other neutral mesons, such as the
h , h8, and v , and certain baryons, such as the S0, also
contribute to the inclusive photon spectrum, but there are
virtually no experimental data on the production cross sec-
tions for these particles at these energies. Their contribution
to the photon spectrum was therefore estimated using the
Lund Monte Carlo, which was optimized for use in this en-
ergy range @28#, in order to determine their photon yields
relative to that of p0’s. Figure 10 shows that the heavier
mesons and baryons contribute mainly in the pT range of a
few hundred MeV/c, but are negligible in the region below
50 MeV/c. Therefore, even with a possible large systematic
uncertainty on the relative cross sections based on the Lund
model, the effect on the low pT inclusive photon spectrum
should be very small.
B. Secondary photons from the target
Another source of background at low pT is the production
of low energy secondary photons in the target. This is not
significant in the case of beryllium, but it is a major source of
background for tungsten. The main contribution comes from
FIG. 10. Hadronic decay contributions from p0, h , h8, v , and
S0 to the p-W inclusive photon pT spectrum at yNN50, as pre-
dicted by the Lund Monte Carlo.
TABLE III. Values for the ai parameters of the p0 distribution
functions d2sp0 /dydpT 5 f p0(y ,pT) 5 a1pTexp@2(a21a3y
1a4y2)mT]exp@2(y2a5)2/(2a62)# ~see text!.
Parameter p-Be p-W
a1 @mb/~GeV/c)# 4100260011300 107000212000110000
a2 ~GeV/c2) 21 6.5360.09 7.2960.07
a3 ~GeV/c2) 21 20.45560.197 0.24660.147
a4 ~GeV/c2) 21 0.64360.149 1.2460.08
a5 20.68860.080 21.1560.07
a6 1.3660.13 1.4960.09
x2/DOF 1.21 2.02p0 decay photons which convert in the target, producing
electron pairs which then radiate low energy photons by
bremsstrahlung. This effect is particularly large at rapidities
near 90° in the laboratory, where the path length for a photon
to escape the target was ;7.2 mm (;2X0).
The contribution to the photon spectrum from secondary
interactions was estimated using a GEANT simulation ~ver-
sion 3.21!, including all relevant physical processes, with
particles from the primary interaction simulated using the
ARC and Lund event generators. The primary vertices were
placed at random positions within the target corresponding to
the actual beam spot, and all particles were tracked through
the target, where secondary interactions were allowed to oc-
cur. Photons from all secondary processes were tracked to
the detectors along with any accompanying charged par-
ticles. The resulting photon pT spectra were then computed,
taking into account the effect of the charged particle vetos.
The simulated pT spectra of secondary photons were scaled
by normalizing the simulated and actual photon spectra in
the range 0.05<pT<0.4 GeV/c ~which are mainly due to
p0 decays!, and then subtracted from the real data.
The secondary photon pT spectrum for the tungsten target
at yNN50 is shown in Fig. 11. Bremsstrahlung photons
make the major contribution in the pT region below ;50
MeV/c, while other secondary processes such as secondary
p0’s and nuclear interactions contribute much less. Figure 11
also shows how the relative contribution of each secondary
process varies with rapidity. The large bremsstrahlung con-
tribution at yNN521.83 (90° in the laboratory! reflects the
high conversion and bremsstrahlung probability for photons
passing transversely through the target.
The GEANT 3.21 simulation of the low pT bremsstrahlung
photons exceeded the measured data at laboratory angles
near 90°. However, an earlier version of GEANT ~3.15! un-
derpredicted the low pT secondary spectra for the same labo-
ratory angles. The difference was mainly due to the differ-
ence in the angular correlation between bremsstrahlung
photons and their parent electrons. Version 3.21 gave a
weaker correlation, which predicted that fewer bremsstrah-
FIG. 11. Left panel: contributions to the p-W inclusive photon
spectrum as a function of pT at yNN50 due to secondary interac-
tions in the target ~computed using ARC and GEANT!. The curves
show the individual contributions due to electron bremsstrahlung,
nuclear interactions ~primarily n-g), and secondary p0 decays,
along with the primary p0 decay contribution. Right panel: second-
ary photon contributions as a function of rapidity for p-W. The
background peak at yNN521.83 is due to the transverse thickness
of the tungsten target (;2X0) near 90° in the laboratory.
1926 54M. L. TINCKNELL et al.lung photons would be vetoed by the charged particle veto
counters in front of the BaF2 detectors, while version 3.15
gave a stronger correlation which resulted in a much smaller
background subtraction. This resulted in a large systematic
uncertainty in the secondary background subtraction for the
tungsten data for rapidities less than 21.0. As a result, these
data were not used in the final analysis of the low pT photon
spectra.
C. Hadronic bremsstrahlung
Hadronic bremsstrahlung radiation from charged hadrons
produced during the collision is another source of photons at
low pT . It can be calculated classically in the limit of low
photon energy using the Low theorem @8#. In this limit,
where the photon wavelength exceeds the source size, the
hadronic bremsstrahlung depends only on the initial and final
charged currents and does not depend on the details of the
internal hadronic interaction. This background was estimated
using a method similar to that used by others @18#. The num-
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The quantity Jm(h ,F) is the 4-vector current density ex-
pressed in terms of the 4-momenta (pm), charge ~q!, trans-
verse mass (mT), transverse momentum (pT), rapidity (y),
and azimuthal angle (f) of the initial and final state charged
particles, and the pseudorapidity (h) and azimuthal angle
(F) of the photon. The quantity kT is the transverse momen-
tum of the photon and a is the fine structure constant. The
summations run over all initial and final state particles. How-
ever, evaluation of this expression requires the knowledge of
the 4-momenta of all incoming and outgoing charged par-
ticles in the interaction, but these were not measured in the
experiment. Therefore, the 4-vectors of particles in events
generated by the Lund and ARC Monte Carlo programs were
used to calculate the level of the bremsstrahlung radiation
relative to p0 production. The result was a photon spectrum
which varied as 1/kT that could be normalized relative to the
spectrum of photons from p0 decays in the simulated and
actual photon spectra in the range 0.05<pT<0.4 GeV/c.
This spectrum, along with a systematic error estimate based
on the difference between the two event generators, will be
compared with the measured inclusive photon data in the
next section.
D. Neutrons
Neutrons are also a source of background, since a neutron
interacting in the BaF2 crystals can simulate a photonshower. However, neutrons with kinetic energies less than
;1.3 GeV were removed by the TOF cut. The ratio of the
number of neutrons surviving the TOF cut to the total num-
ber of photons was estimated using both ARC and Lund and
found to be at most 0.28 at yNN510.5, and negligibly small
at backward rapidities. The apparent photon signal produced
by neutrons that survived the TOF cut at forward rapidities
was estimated using a GEANT simulation of neutrons inter-
acting in the BAF detectors, folded with the spectra of neu-
trons given by the ARC and Lund event generators. The
result, given in Fig. 12 for yNN510.5, shows that the neu-
tron background makes only a small contribution in the pT
range of a few hundred MeV/c, and is negligible at low
pT .
E. Decay of excited nuclei
Another possible source of low energy photons is ‘‘ther-
mal’’ radiation from the decay of highly excited heavy
nuclear fragments produced in the p-W collisions. Two theo-
retical models @32# were used to estimate the yield of con-
tinuum radiation from hot nuclei. The basic photon produc-
tion mechanism in both these models is internal p-n
bremsstrahlung in a thermalized, expanding nucleus. Al-
though the models were developed for intermediate energy
nucleus-nucleus collisions, they provide a reasonable esti-
mate of the level of photon production in the target remnant
of proton-nucleus collisions. The predicted photon pT spec-
trum depends strongly on the assumptions made for the tem-
perature, volume, and lifetime of the nuclear remnant, but for
any reasonable temperatures which could be achieved in
p-W collisions (T< 15 MeV!, the contribution to the inclu-
sive photon spectrum is negligibly small.
VII. LOW pT PHOTON SPECTRA
Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the fully corrected photon
spectra d2sg /dydpT for p-Be and p-W in the transverse
momentum range from 0<pT<100 MeV/c. The errors
shown on the data points include the statistical errors along
with the systematic errors from the various corrections, but
do not include the overall systematic error on the normaliza-
tion of (130%,210%) for p-Be, and (115%,210%)
FIG. 12. Contribution to the inclusive photon spectrum for
p-W interactions at yNN510.5 due to neutrons which fail ~n no
TOF!, and survive ~n TOF! the time of flight cut (t,5.5 ns!, simu-
lated using GEANT and Lund. Photons from primary p0’s are also
shown to indicate the small scale of the neutron contamination. Part
~a! gives the pT spectrum from 0–1 GeV/c and ~b! gives the same
spectrum from 0–0.1 GeV/c.
54 1927LOW TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM PHOTON PRODUCTION . . .for p-W. The curves give the contributions to the photon
spectra from p0 decays extrapolated to low pT from the glo-
bal fit to the p0 rapidity and pT distribution, along with the
calculated hadronic bremsstrahlung. The error band around
the curve represents the uncertainty in the p0 and brems-
strahlung contributions due to the p0 fit and the model de-
FIG. 13. Inclusive photon cross sections as a function of pT in
the region below 0.1 GeV/c for the p-Be data. The four yNN rapidi-
ties 10.5, 0, 20.5, and 21.0 are shown in this figure. The dot-
dashed lines give the extrapolation of the p0 decay contribution
from the global p0 fit described in the text. The dotted lines give
the hadronic bremsstrahlung contribution, which rises at low pT .
The solid lines give the sum of p0 decay plus hadronic bremsstrah-
lung photons. The dashed lines indicate the errors from the p0 fit
along with the systematic errors from the bremsstrahlung calcula-
tion.
FIG. 14. Inclusive photon cross sections as a function of pT in
the region below 0.1 GeV/c for the p-Be data. The four yNN rapidi-
ties 21.28, 21.57, 21.83, and 22.09 are shown in this figure. The
lines are the same as in Fig. 13.pendence of the bremsstrahlung calculation. The p0 upper
and lower error curves were generated by sampling the
f p0(y ,pT ;ai) function fit parameters ai over Gaussian distri-
butions around their best-fit values, using the errors on the fit
parameters for the widths of the Gaussians. The upper and
lower bremsstrahlung curves are those predicted using the
charged particle distributions from the Lund and ARC event
generators, respectively, and the middle curve is the average
of the two. All eight rapidities are shown for p-Be, but only
the four most forward rapidities (yNN510.5, 0, 20.5, and
20.8) are shown for p-W, because of the large systematic
uncertainty in the secondary background subtraction for the
p-W data at laboratory angles near 90°.
No significant excess is seen in either the p-Be or p-W
data above the estimated p0 and hadronic bremsstrahlung
contributions in the pT range from 12<pT<52 MeV/c,
where other experiments have reported such a signal, at any
of the measured rapidities. This is shown quantitatively in
Table IV, which gives the photon cross sections dsg /dy
summed over pT in the range 12<pT<52 MeV/c at each
rapidity for the data and the calculated background, along
with the difference in mb. In all cases, the residual signal is
consistent with zero within the estimated error.
For the p-W data from 20.9<yNN<0.8, the limit on ex-
cess low pT photons can be quantified in terms of a factor
F times the calculated hadronic bremsstrahlung. The fitted
p0 contributions to the photon spectra were subtracted from
the photon d2s/dydpT cross sections for the four forward-
most p-W rapidities. The residual photon data were summed
~weighted by the Dy at each detector position! to obtain
ds/dpT . The x2 between the residual data and the brems-
strahlung was calculated, propagating the respective errors
from the data, the p0 fit, and the bremsstrahlung. This gave
x2523.0 with 12 degrees of freedom, for 12 data points
from 4<pT<52 MeV/c ~with no free parameters!. The con-
FIG. 15. Inclusive photon cross sections as a function of pT in
the region below 0.1 GeV/c for the four forward yNN rapidities
10.5, 0, 20.5, and 20.8 for the p-W data. The lines are the same
as in Fig. 13.
1928 54M. L. TINCKNELL et al.TABLE IV. Low pT photon cross sections dsg /dy , summed over the pT interval 12<pT<52 MeV/c, the
calculated hadron decay plus hadron bremsstrahlung background cross sections, summed over the same pT
interval, and the residual cross section, for p-Be and p-W.
yNN p-Be low pTdsg /dy ~mb! p-W low pT dsg /dy ~mb!
Data Background Difference Data Background Difference
10.50 15.561.6 17.761.4 22.262.2 315618 298620 18628
0.00 19.762.0 22.061.4 22.262.4 373620 361613 13623
20.50 17.363.0 17.961.2 20.663.2 406628 381613 25630
20.80 431630 391618 40635
21.00 16.565.3 17.761.2 21.265.5
21.28 17.163.5 17.161.4 0.063.7
21.57 13.462.2 14.461.4 21.062.6
21.83 10.662.0 10.861.2 20.262.4
22.10 8.761.6 8.561.2 0.262.0fidence level for this x2 is C.L.(x2)50.028.1 Introducing F
as the factor multiplying the bremsstrahlung, the best
x258.95 ~with 11 degrees of freedom! was obtained with
F51.62, giving a C.L.(x2)50.63. ~One degree of freedom
is lost by introducing the factor F .! All F>2.65 give a
C.L.(x2),1022; thus the data set a limit of ,2.65 times
bremsstrahlung at the 99% confidence level. These results
are plotted in Fig. 16, which shows the residual p-W photon
data and the bremsstrahlung curves with F51, 1.62, and
2.65. The limit for p-Be is even more stringent, since most of
the lowest pT data points in Figs. 13 and 14 lie below the
sum of the p0 and bremsstrahlung curves.
These results indicate no significant excess of low pT pho-
ton production above the level of hadronic bremsstrahlung in
either the p-Be or p-W data in the pT range 4<pT<52
MeV/c. This agrees with the results of Ref. @15#, which
claimed no photon excess for pT<20 MeV/c, and Ref. @18#,
which claimed less than a factor of 2 times bremsstrahlung
for pT'10 MeV/c, but does not agree with Refs. @5# and @6#,
which saw an excess five times greater than hadronic brems-
strahlung for pT<40–60 MeV/c. The fact that no excess was
seen in p-Be at either 18 GeV or 450 GeV ~measured in Ref.
@18#!, implies that any explanation of this discrepancy based
on energy dependence is unlikely. Since p-Be collisions are
very similar to p-p , K-p , and p-p interactions, it further
seems unlikely that the discrepancy between the null obser-
vations and those in Refs. @5# (K1-p) and @6# (p1-p) could
be due to the differences in the projectile. In addition, the
p-W data show that there is no significant A dependence for
this effect. Finally, it should be noted that the purported ex-
cess of low mass lepton pairs resulting from soft virtual pho-
ton decays can now probably be explained by conventional
means @21#. It is therefore difficult to substantiate any re-
ported excess in the yield of soft real photons based on an
analogous phenomenon in low mass lepton pairs.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Inclusive photon spectra d2s/dydpT have been measured
in p-Be and p-W interactions at 18 GeV/c in the pT range
1C.L.(x2)5*x2` f (z;n)dz , where f (z;n) is the probability density
function for x2 with n degrees of freedom.from a few MeV/c up to ;1 GeV/c at various rapidities in
the interval 22.4<yNN<10.5. Photon production for
pT>50 MeV/c is dominated by p0 decay, and the shape of
the spectra agrees well with that expected from p0 produc-
tion. Photon production at very low pT(<20 MeV/c! has a
significant contribution from hadronic bremsstrahlung from
the charged particles produced in the collision, which can be
calculated in the soft photon limit. The photon spectrum in
the range 12<pT<52 MeV/c agrees well with that expected
from the sum of p0 decays and hadronic bremsstrahlung.
Within errors, there is no evidence for any anomalous excess
of soft photons in this pT region in p-Be interactions at any
rapidity, or in p-W interactions at rapidities yNN>21. The
p-W data set a limit ,2.65 times bremsstrahlung for any
excess, at the 99% confidence level. These results are con-
sistent with those obtained at higher energies in p-Be inter-
actions @18#, and at lower energies in p-p interactions @15#,
but do not agree with the large excess of soft photon produc-
tion above the level of hadronic bremsstrahlung seen in
K1-p and p1-p interactions at higher energies @5,6#.
FIG. 16. Data ~filled circles! are the p-W photon d2s/dydpT
cross section from 0.004<pT<0.052 GeV/c, summed over
20.9<yNN<10.8, with the fitted p0 contribution subtracted. The
lower ~solid! curve and crosses is the calculated bremsstrahlung
cross section with errors (F51). The middle ~dashed! curve is
F51.62 times the calculated bremsstrahlung ~the best x2), and the
upper ~dotted! curve is F52.65 times bremsstrahlung, the 99%
confidence level limit.
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